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Like topsoil, the help available to people growing
small and medium-sized business nowadays comes
by the cubic yard. Whether training, advice,
financing, or information, the range and depth of
the reputable assistance available is mind-boggling,
for those with the money to pay for it.

Not so when it comes to social enterprise.
People who are striving to make an enterprise
serve a roster of social and/or environmental and
financial purposes are hard-pressed to find services
attuned to their needs. They are marginal pheno-
mena in the world of business, and will remain so
until we take action. But what action, exactly?

In the Development Wheel Project we tried to discover if a

particular tool – the Development Wheel – could substantially

improve social enterprise development, that is, if it could help

organizations undertake more effectively and efficiently all the

tasks and steps involved in starting up or expanding a social

enterprise. The project then was interested in achieving greater

scale in two respects: in the use of the Development Wheel, and

in the number and quality of social enterprises themselves.

Given the project’s narrow timeline (about two years from

first workshop delivery to the end) and the length of time it takes

to launch an enterprise, we didn’t see many social enterprises

actually opening their doors. We did however learn a great deal

about what it takes to create an environment that is supportive of

social enterprise development, and would presumably influence

the number and quality of social enterprises over time.

By“environment” I mean the provincial, regional, and local

organizations on which social enterprises rely for six critical

functions (see diagram, next page):

research and evaluation

Access to financing, training, technical assistance, and after-

care are relatively traditional needs and services for small

business. Social enterprises, however, require grants to do some
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of the early development work or to hire consultants to help

them. Their goal is a double bottom-line (and in some cases

triple). The grants are investments in achieving the social or

environmental purposes in addition to economic ones. Likewise,

public policy that acknowledges and encourages the benefits of

social enterprise is still lacking as is our ability to measure the

social return on investment.

Currently, some of these functions are performed by provin-

cial level organizations, some are available at regional/

community levels, and some are not available at all. We wanted to

increase the capacity of organizations at the regional level – the

Regional Intermediaries – to support social enterprise in their

geographic areas.

There is clear evidence from across the country that speaks to

the efficiency and effectiveness of having certain services and

roles provided for development within a geographic area. These

services cannot be effectively directed, promoted, or provided by

outside experts or agencies. In order to create an effective system

of social enterprise development, that weaves together local needs

and opportunities with services provided provincially, we also

wanted to strengthen the relationships between organizations at

the provincial and regional levels.

What a tangled web!

In the francophone communities of Ontario, Regional

Intermediaries were essential to establishing a consistent

approach and an effective foundation for social enterprise

development. To perform this role the RDÉE branches were

singularly well-equipped. They had a multi-functional mandate

for economic development and employment; social enterprise

was new to them and they were eager for tools and training; and

they could target and adapt the tool to various contexts. Finally,

they could partner with other organizations interested in social

enterprise, like the Conseil de la Coopération de l’Ontario. (The

Conseil, Ontario’s francophone co-op association, itself applied

the tool to co-op development.)

In B.C., it was quite a different story. The Development

Wheel saw little use outside the workshops. Over 30% of

workshop participants did not refer to the Wheel again after the

event, and the Regional Intermediary did not encourage them to.

What did we learn about scaling up
the Development Wheel?
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social enterprise development work. This was a far cry from the

B.C. experience, as indicated above. In both provinces, however,

workshop participants rated the tool very useful for assessing

their readiness and orienting them to the tasks. The tool does

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of social enterprise

development  when it is used!

Incidentally, people in Ontario adapted the tool to purposes

unrelated to social enterprise, such as community project

planning and development. In our view, this too is a sign of the

Wheel’s effectiveness and its suitability for integration into

broader strategies of community economic development.

To what extent, then, did the project contribute to the scaling up of social

enterprise itself? Or, more realistically, to what extent did the project make

the environment more supportive of social enterprise development?

Project Partners

The Canadian Centre for Community Renewal
expresses its deep gratitude to the following for
their support of the Development Wheel Project.
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There were several reasons for this. Participants had more

experience with social enterprise development so they had their

own tools and approaches. Enterprising Non-Profits had just

published their own workbook on the subject,

. Unlike Ontario’s RDÉE, the mandate of the

project’s sole Regional Intermediary did not extend beyond social

enterprise. Finally, the approach taken to social enterprise

development in B.C. tended to focus on supporting individual

champions of this work within community organizations. The

Ontario Regional Intermediaries tended to work with groups of

people.

Community-based organizations (CBOs) in Ontario reported

that they used the Development Wheel after the workshop. They

say the tool’s concepts, checklists, and process were key to

focussing, strengthening, and in some cases“un-sticking” their

The Canadian Social

Enterprise Guide
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There has been a notable improvement in the environment

for social enterprise development in both provinces. This can be

traced to three aspects of the project.

First, it established relationships, trust, and common

understanding among regional and provincial organizations,

each of which deliver different services related to social enter-

prise development. This common table was critical. Building it

took time, outside facilitation, an orientation to learning, and

“stick-to-it-iveness.” These tables, while different in each

province, were equally committed to ongoing, collective effort.

Second, the project embedded a common understanding and

approach within a diversity of organizations. This is particularly

apparent in Ontario, where the participants were more diverse

in their interests and functions than in B.C., and have been

more deliberate in the use of the Development Wheel. The

roots of understanding, awareness, and capacity have sunk more

deeply into many organizations that serve francophones, and

especially among the regional RDÉE offices. This is perhaps a

stronger basis from which to begin to grow a system.

Still, we have to start with the assets we have in hand. In

B.C., neither a diverse array of organizations came to the table,

nor did a lot of Regional Intermediaries. The participants were

most interested in technical assistance. This specific focus drew

in additional participants who perceived how social enterprise

could benefit their practice without the time commitment that

the role of a Regional Intermediary entailed. (See sidebar,

“Development Without the Wheel,” p. 31.) It also engaged some,

were not sure

about their commitment to social enterprise. While it’s too early

to look for any longer-term consequences of their exposure to

social enterprise, their awareness has increased. Seeds have been

planted (or scattered perhaps?), but not as deeply.

Finally, the Regional Intermediaries were significant in their

presence (in Ontario) and in their absence (in B.C.). Social

enterprise happens in, and serves, communities. Services

supplied at the provincial level or by outside experts (as was

the case in two regions of B.C.), simply can’t offer the local

knowledge, relationships, or day-to-day effort that this work

entails. Only intermediaries at the regional or local levels (such

as RDÉE) can take consistent, effective action at this level of

detail. That is part of the rationale for Community Futures

organizations across the country, albeit for small business

development. We should expect nothing less if social enterprise

is to realize its full potential for contributing to stronger,

healthier communities.

How might these seeds take root and grow the quantity and

quality of social enterprise in each province in the coming years?

Will Ontario’s greater use of the Development Wheel and the

such as Community Futures organizations, that

A Look into the Future

diversity of participants ultimately do more for social enterprise

development? Or, will B.C.’s network of technical assistance

providers do a better job of weaving together a development

system, despite their narrower field of interest and diversity of

tools?

Fortunately, there is no need to“wing” such a prediction. A

crystal ball, of sorts, has been provided to us. In her landmark

work

(Anchor Books, 1998) Lizbeth Schorr examined

a wide range of successful experiences in adapting and scaling up

socio-economic innovations in the U.S. The seven lessons she

learned may serve as a lens through which to view the results of

the Development Wheel project, and anticipate its long-term

implications for social enterprise in B.C. and francophone

Ontario.

The project did much to raise awareness, encourage learning,

and diffuse knowledge among participants. In both provinces

this has helped to deepen understanding of the full range and

complexity of factors that influence the success of social

enterprise. In Ontario this understanding is shared by

organizations that are more diverse in interest and function;

they also have a stronger appreciation of social enterprise as a

vehicle for community development. These organizations,

embedded in communities, strengthen the comprehensive

orientation to social enterprise.

While the B.C. Provincial Steering Group (PSG) and

Technical Assistance Working Group were not as comprehen-

sive in their membership or interests, they systematically tackled

one area (technical assistance). They selected this course of

action based in part on lack of skilled technical assistance in

many rural areas, and in part on their analysis of the whole

system of social enterprise development and which gaps they

could address to the greatest effect.

Which approach will be more effective? To be“comprehensive

in our mind-set” must we“tackle everything at once,” or can we

develop relationships and address gaps systematically over time?

The future is fuzzy on this one.

Common Purpose: Strengthening Families and Neighborhoods to

Rebuild America

1. Initiatives that scale up successfully involve strategic action within a

comprehensive “mind-set.” Their proponents understand that the

process involves a great many functions or services, so they focus their

efforts where they can have most impact over time. In other words,

they see both the forest and the trees.

2. Initiatives that scale up successfully rely on a community’s own

resources and strengths as the foundation for designing change. There is

an orientation towards building on and strengthening community

assets, so the process of change is grounded in local life and priorities.

This changes the relationship between a community or sector and

external systems from dependence to interdependence.
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Development Without The Wheel

How important is it to have a common
framework for the development of social
enterprise at the community, regional, and
provincial levels? Is a tool like the
Development Wheel all that important?

“Not particularly” – that’s what the
experience of the Enterprising Non-Profits
program (enp) during the Development
Wheel Project suggests. Since 2000 enp,
with the support of a range of funders, has
provided grants to nonprofits and charities
in B.C. for social enterprise development
work. All applicants must first attend a 1-
day workshop on social enterprise. In 2006,
enp delivered two workshops in the
province’s Lower Mainland and piloted two
rural workshops. They delivered $216,000
in grants that year. A modest performance.

The following year, with some modest
support from the Development Wheel
project, enp delivered 16 workshops (12 in
rural or remote areas) and awarded
$331,260 in grants. The two organizations
went on to pilot a Regional Coach system to
ensure that pro-active, accessible, skilled
assistance in social enterprise was available
to grant recipients. Enp’s website added a
directory of social enterprises and a law firm
started providing pro bono advice on-line
through “Ask the Expert.” Enp partnered
with other organizations to develop policy
on federal procurement and social
enterprise, and income rules for people
with disabilities.

In brief, in the course of two years, enp
developed a multi-functional approach that
went beyond the delivery of workshops and
grants to technical assistance, planning and
research, and the advocacy of public policy,
often through partnerships with other
organizations.

But enp does not use the Development
Wheel. Its regional coaches don’t either.
They have their own, time-tested tools –
concepts, procedures, and processes for
developing social enterprise. The common
framework is missing, although the common
goal remains. Only time will tell us if we are
witnessing the beginning of a stronger,
more integrated development system for
social enterprise.

The very fabric and purpose of the Development Wheel is to heighten the diagnostic,

planning and decision-making abilities of CBOs so they can build on and leverage

organizational and community resources. This is exactly what occurred in Ontario, as

the data from CBOs and from Regional Intermediaries affirm. In B.C., a narrower, less

intensive application of the Development Wheel reduced this leverage of local resources.

In B.C., circumstances forced us to go looking for regional organizations to act as

workshop hosts and/or as providers of technical assistance. These organizations and

individuals played a far more limited role than did RDÉE in Ontario. Nevertheless, the

project built on the available capacity. In the end there are more people aware and

engaged in more regions of B.C. The extent to which they share an orientation to

community building, or will assume any leadership for encouraging social enterprise in

this way, is unknown.

The fortune teller says Ontario has an edge here.

From the perspective of the provincial, regional, and community participants, the staff,

travel, training and technical assistance, and financing that the project brought to bear all

came from“outside” sources. The evidence confirms that these resources created signifi-

cant benefits that, in the view of participants in both provinces, are durable. Neverthe-

less, participants assert that resources are urgently required to maintain what is already in

play and to leverage new knowledge and assets for social enterprise development. B.C.

may have an edge here, thanks to the presence of Enterprising Non-Profits, with its

ability to convene allies and to secure additional human and financial resources.

But wait! Were RDÉE to find resources to continue its leadership of social enterprise

development, its provincial mandate and regional presence could mean more clout and

greater impacts in communities. The presence of supportive funders, who have also seen

the benefits of the Development Wheel, might give them an edge here as well.

The crystal ball says Ontario again.

3. Initiatives that scale up successfully draw extensively on outside resources, including public and

private funds, professional expertise, and new partnerships that bring clout and influence. While

building on local resources, they draw on outside resources to fill gaps. Again, the ability to solicit

and manage these “interventions” effectively is representative of a new relationships between

insiders and outsiders.

4. Initiatives that scale up successfully strive to achieve concrete outcomes. Despite a focus on long-

term, lasting results, they also understand the importance of measurable achievements in the

short term.

(photo) Hummingbirds, co-produced by
InsideArt Cooperative members Dean Roberts,
Mark Jarman, and the late Phil Clement, all
sentenced to federal prison terms at B.C.’s
Mountain Institution. InsideArt’s marketing co-
ordinator, Stacey Corriveau, was a Regional
Intermediary in the Development Wheel
Project. Photocredit: Scott Covey.
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In Ontario the evidence suggests that CBOs have become more

outcome-focussed and more precise in their planning of social

enterprise. It is also clear that RDÉE has already begun to focus

its social enterprise work on particular populations and issues in

its various regions. What is not as clear is the extent to which

PSG members agree on the outcomes their ongoing collabora-

tion is to achieve.

In B.C., the prospect of improving the accessibility and

quality of technical assistance was a very specific goal that drew

together providers of those services. Their Technical Assistance

Working Group researched and tested a number of ways to

strengthen technical assistance. Regional social enterprise

coaches now provide early technical assistance to enp grant

recipients in six regions of the province. This group has now

taken on a second, long-term goal to strengthen the policy

environment for social enterprise. In the short term, they are

planning a Social Enterprise Summit for the fall of 2008. In the

longer term they envision an action plan shared by enterprises

and intermediaries that will advance key policy priorities.

The B.C. effort seems pretty concrete. Swami agrees.

Provincial and regional intermediaries contributed to the project

with existing resources. At times this seriously overextended

staff. Likewise, the new regional organizations recruited by the

Technical Assistance Working Group in B.C. could have played

a broader, more effective role in social enterprise support, had

their resources not been so limited.

In B.C., enp will supply leadership for the next steps.

Otherwise, dedicated, comprehensive support for social

enterprise is available only in the bailiwick of the Fraser Valley

Centre for Social Enterprise, the project’s sole Regional

Intermediary in B.C.

Given its provincial mandate and regional presence, RDÉE

would appear to be better positioned to play this role in Ontario.

Their future role is not yet resolved, however.

The same goes for the crystal ball.

Certainly, some of the participants had more of a stake than

others in the Development Wheel project. But all contributed

5. Initiatives that scale up successfully have an intermediary who can

provide expertise, outside support, and connections. In other words,

there is a leader with the capacity to identify the internal and external

resources for filling gaps and to facilitate planning around outcomes

and actions. For the duration of the project, CCCR played this role.

6. Initiatives that scale up successfully involve people who not only want it

to work but have a stake in making it work. Its proponents have

something to lose, should it fail. The loss might be an investment of

time or money, or the community benefits that social enterprise is

uniquely capable of achieving.

time and resources to building their respective tables, to learning,

and to service delivery. They all believe that strengthening

support for social enterprise is critical to addressing some of the

issues faced by their communities/constituents.

In both locations the participants also developed post-project

action plans, or next steps. This too is a sign of their longer-term

stake in strengthening social enterprise development, notwith-

standing their concerns about resources to implement those

plans.

In B.C., since the project ended, members of the Technical

Assistance Working Group have signed on as hosts and

contributed time to support the planning for the Social

Enterprise Summit. Expectations and stakes are very high

around this event given the profile it offers each host organiza-

tion and their promise that the event will produce an action

plan. The group believes that it is essential to advance supportive

policies for finance, for access to markets, and for skill develop-

ment if social enterprise is to achieve scale – and realize its

potential for communities in B.C.

My fortune teller says the personal and organizational stakes

are pretty high in B.C.

There is some limited evidence of progress in this regard.

However, it is uncertain whether actors, program managers, and

funders can agree to sit down and co-design strategies, policy

and investment that will scale up social enterprise.

The Ontario effort already has most of the key actors at the

table, and they have a strategy that includes identifying others

that need to be engaged. They have not yet had to take many

risks together, but the long-term commitment is there.

The purpose of the B.C. Summit is, in part, to convene the

players and see if this broader base of support can be achieved. It

is wholly uncertain at this time what debate or agreement this

event could bring to the fore, or what commitment to a“Plan B”

might exist if the Summit is not successful.

The crystal ball is on holidays I think – stay tuned.

7. Initiatives that scale up successfully involve key actors, program people,

and funders who develop the strategies, make the investments, take the

risks and support the disruptions of the status quo that significant

change entails. People who have a stake don’t quit. They continue to

invest their time, skill, and energy when things don’t go as planned

and when the initiative meets resistance. After all, can you imagine

any significant change that wouldn’t?

MICHELLE COLUSSI was Co-director of the Development Wheel Project
and its B.C. Provincial Co-ordinator. Reach her at 250-595-8874 or
colussi@telus.net.




